Million Dollar Magic Words!
The Key To Becoming Wealthy
Using The LY System.
You're going to be richly rewarded
by learning this lesson.
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Words ending in LY have magic.
Only, family, strongly, definitely, extremely, positively,

exactly, quickly, daily, metaphorically, seriously, rarely,
directly, simply, personally, possibly, quickly, aggressively,
financially, really, carefully, totally, absolutely, truly,
immediately, usually, fantastically, specifically, early,
randomly, mentally, completely, especially, pleasantly,
rapidly, currently, finally, particularly, anomoly, humanly,
deinitely, dramatically, sincerely, incredibly, likely, firmly,
wrongly, flatly, originally, fully, greatly, neatly, regularly,
individually, easily, promptly, naturally, presently,
desperately, probably, certainly, correctly, potentially,
ultimately, yearly, properly, globally, supply, simultaneously,
entirely, actually, practically, shockingly, physically,
eventually, widely, essentially, fiercely, previously, literally,
successfully, additionally, exactly, entirely, instantly, radically,
multiply, legally, apply, artificially, carefully, quarterly.
These words are used in sales letters that makes millions of
dollars a year for the promoters.
You should use as many of these words in your sales letters,
speeches you'll write, ads, etc.
Words ending in LY are trigger words that make people want
to buy. So use as many as you can in what you write, just so
they properly fit what you are saying.
Here's what I do, I write my letter first about any subject, then
I rewrite it using as many LY words as I can.

You will find many more LY words than I've listed but, these
LY words will give you a good start.
Your now on your way to start making as much money as you
want, for the rest of your life.
Not many people know the LY secret, only top copywritter's
do.
People see the LY words all the time but, think nothing of it
other than it interest's them. They don't think about the power
it has over them in making a buying decision.
I suggest you join this opportunity for the mail order training,
they have a boot camp recording that is broke up into several
parts, over 21 hours totally. It's the best training you can get I
think and I've been in mail order since 1970.
You will also find good internet marketing training. It's only
$25 monthly. Go here now to learn more:
http://get.coffee12drink.com
You've got my contact information at the start of this mini ebook so, feel free to write or call me if you need anything.
I wish you nothing less than the best life has to offer. Take
care always and God Bless

Sincerely,
Steven Mark Stafford

